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Introduction
An impact load occurs accidentally which may lead to other chain 

reaction as prevention of it is not provided in same time as the load 
takes place. In engineering, impact implicitly indicates a negative 
situation which may deliver enormous casualties of involved objects, 
e.g. train crash,1 emergency landing of airplane,2 free-fall lifeboat,3 
etc. Each of these events has been analyzed to predict damage and 
design a mitigation and safety. However, as its nature as accidental 
form, scenario of impact phenomenon may be limitless as numerous 
parameters are involved. Equally with action, there is always reaction 
force which in opposite direction and same magnitude. This statement 
on Newton’s third law of motion indicates that if the scenario as 
action is limitless, then the result will also endless. This characteristic 
of impact makes this field is continuously studied by researchers 
from various disciplines. Start with basic material, Ozguc et al.4 
proposed implementation of plastic-kinematics material in modelling 
deformable ship structure for side collision which was adopted 
and improved by Bae et al.5 using real-life accident specimen and 
laboratory testing and experiment. In more detailed level, Ludwik’s 
strain hardening was defined and presented by Hutchinson & Neale.6 
Material and structure have close correlation as both of them become 
major parameters in occurrence of damage extent. An instance for 
approach of damage modelling is Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) as 
mentioned by Keeler & Backofen7 and Jie et al.,8 the Rice-Tracey 

and Cockcroft-Latham (RTCL) model as implemented by Alsos & 
Amdahl,9 Alsos et al.10 and The Bressan, Williams, and Hill (BWH) 
model in Alsos et al.11

The mechanism of rupture and failure of construction system 
is considered in macro level destruction before, during and after 
impact. Accurate condition of the three conditions will provide good 
estimation in behavior of involved structure in impact. One of known 
method to assess the mechanism is simplified analytical method. 
Zhang12 stated that the concept of this method is based on the upper-
bound theorem and some assumption from observations of accidental 
damages and experimental studies. Usually, the method can give good 
predictions through a fast simple analysis. Furthermore in collision, a 
major assumption in the simplified analytical method is that different 
structural members, such as side shell. Decks, and frame do not 
interact but contribute independently to the total collision resistance. 
In marine accident field, several researchers have proposed their 
work as in assessment method in minor collision by McDermott 
et al.,13 simple method was introduced by Reckling14 in calculation 
of absorbed energy by the involved ships, Kinkead15 developed an 
analytical technique for the calculation of critical velocities, which 
the results was compared with a modified Minorsky16 formula. Other 
researches in the structural mechanism were carried after 1983 until 
1997 by Hysing17 and Scharrer18 for assessment of Ro-Ro passenger, 
Wang & Ohtsubo19 in failure modes of plates, and Amdahl,20 Yang & 
Caldwell21 and Kierkegaard22 for researches on bow crushing.

These efforts are addressed to continuously improve safety and 
prevention subjected impact load. In ocean engineering, marine 
pollution becomes remarkable damage as environment is destructed 
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Abstract

Various activities are conducted in oceanic territory in order to fulfil numerous demands. 
Ship has important role in these activities as transportation, supplier, and vessel which 
also directly connects with marine structures, such as offshore platform. Complex function 
of each facilities in this field makes chain reaction of one event can be remarkable and 
fatal. Accidental load becomes major consideration in operation of these marine and ocean 
facilities with famous example of accident phenomenon Titanic and Exxon Valdez have 
made related parties to perform sustainable analysis to develop assessment method, refine 
formula, propose prevention system, mitigation scheme, structural behavior, etc. In present 
work, a brief discussion in collision and grounding for related objects in scopes of marine 
structure and ocean engineering. The introduction is presented in initial part as presenting 
background, importance, and implication of impact engineering. Several examples are 
addressed to observe contribution this part in history of naval architecture. In next section, 
discussion is given in specific fields, namely ocean and marine engineering. Implementation 
of impact and accidental load are presented in conceptual method and material preparation. 
Results are described as milestone of collision and groundings’ development. In later 
section, conclusion is summarized based on discussion and recommendation in performing 
analysis and calculation for collision and grounding are covered.
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by oil spill. High-profile accident of Exxon Valdez is good example of 
this description as millions gallons of oil spilled and severely damaged 
water ecosystem of Alaska. Several species are classified extinct and 
others are considered unknown. In matter of marine pollution by oil 
spill, statistic of International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds 
IOPCF23,24 indicated that this phenomenon occurred as chain reaction 
of two impact form in ocean, namely collision and grounding with 
their contributions 52% from overall cases which also presented 
by Lloyd’s Register ten years beforehand. Illustration by Zhang,12 
Törnqvist25 and Yamada26 presented how massive damage on water 
territory which in reality, not only by oil spill by shuttle tanker Hu27 
but also by ship wreck as ship sinking after experiencing impact. 
Besides environmental damage, human casualties are occurring as 
collision and grounding take place. The tragic losses of several Ro-Ro 
passenger ships, such as European Gateway in 1982, Herald of Free 
Enterprise in 1987, and catastrophe of Estonia in 1994 with loss of 
more than 800 lives, led to reassessment and improvement for safety 
of passenger vessels in many countries.

This work is addressed to provide brief review in collision and 
grounding which in same time provides useful reference in preparation, 
procedure, results for these phenomenon. Recommendation is 
summarized together conclusion in final part as overall review of 
present discussion will be presented.

Discussion
As introduced before, in marine and ocean engineering, collision 

and grounding are remarkable phenomenon which provide large 
casualties after take place. The discussion in this section will be 
directed to observe assessment process of collision and grounding. 
Considerable parameters in order to refine result is presented. The 
main calculation method in present discussion is finite element 
method. As rapid development of computational code and instrument, 
as well as good implementation in analyses of aircraft and military 
vehicle, this method is introduced in naval architecture and marine 
engineering fields. This method is judged powerful enough to produce 
reliable result even for nonlinear and dynamic phenomenon, such as 
explosion, collision, and grounding.28 Cost for material experiment 
and testing can be reduced as low as possible since modelling can 
cover until detail aspect of phenomenon. Failure in analysis can be 
fixed and modified model may be able to be simulated as soon as it 
is ready. However, in modelling and simulating phenomenon which 
involves high nonlinearities, procedure in defining configuration and 
setting will useful to reduce time process. Bathe29 proposed basic 
concept that have to be understood by user before they enhance 
with modelling process. The finite element method is used to solve 
physical problems in engineering analysis and design. In process, user 
can of course only obtain insight into the physical problem which can 
be considered that user cannot predict the response of the physical 
problem exactly because it is impossible to reproduce even in the 
most refined mathematical model all the information that is present in 
nature and therefore contained in the physical problem. In this case, 
the user has to be able to define how detail he/she should perform 
modelling for phenomenon object. More detail of model is considered 
well in accuracy but not in case of time process, and same with rough 
model it will be good in time process but may be worse in case of 
reliability. Accounting for accuracy, the finite element analysis solves 
this mathematical model. Since the finite element solution technique 
is a numerical procedure, it is necessary to assess the solution 
accuracy. If the accuracy criteria are not met, the numerical (i.e. finite 
element) solution has to be repeated with refined solution parameters 
(such as finer meshes) until sufficient accuracy is reached. Other 

way to verify configuration in finite element model is by conducting 
benchmark study. Benchmark can be taken from previous research 
using laboratory experiment, field survey, and even other numerical 
study. Re-modelling and simulating benchmark will ensure error 
level of present method which lower error level will be preferred. In 
impact, several researchers offer reliable reference to be considered as 
benchmark, such as Yu et al.,30 AbuBakar & Dow31 and Liu & Soares32 
in grounding phenomenon.

While in collision, previous works of Lehmann & Peschmann,33 
Wiśniewski & Kołakowski,34 Hong & Amdahl,35 and Prabowo et al.36 
can be used as reliable reference. These works were conducted by 
various methods, including finite element method, analytical concept, 
field survey of real-life phenomenon, and laboratory testing. Interest 
of researcher can lead to preference of calculation method. The 
indication these works that each method needs verification, except 
laboratory test. This method often is used directly as benchmark and 
will be expanded based on objective of researcher. The accuracy 
may be high and can be solid reference for further works. However, 
other input such as time and funding are very costly, which in some 
cases, experiment are found fail. Consideration in method should be 
conducted carefully as the final conclusion is determined how user 
calculates input parameter and model.

In case of numerical calculation, configuration of physical 
material is highly influenced by failure criterion. Several criterion 
are presented by Germanischer Lloyd,37 RTCL criterion,38,39 BWH 
method10 and Lehmann & Peschmann’s formulae.33 As mentioned in 
Section 1, known researchers have proposed their concepts in damage 
modelling. This concept is correlated with meshing size in numerical 
model. Therefore, essential parameter in modelling beside user defined 
parameters is meshing size. High deformation area should be applied 
the finest mesh in order to capture stress and strain contours as well as 
damage pattern on it. Other application of failure criterion is to limit 
meshing size that will be implemented on model. Bigger size will give 
faster results but rough contour which may led to wrong assumption 
in discussion. Nevertheless, meshing with too small size will be time 
consuming. In this case, optimum size of meshing can be obtained. 
Reference for deepening knowledge in this field, previous work of 
Ehlers et al.11 is recommended to be used. Discussing failure will 
direct the focus on other component that highly influence calculation 
result, namely mechanical properties for involved objects in impacts. 
Material model can be referred based on previous work of researchers 
in collision and grounding. This option is taken as it is cheap and 
simple to be implemented. This concept has been improved with 
implementation of material experiment and testing data such as by Bae 
et al.5 Even though more time is needed with larger research funding, 
satisfactory is achieved and can be reliable reference for various 
analyses which not only collision, but also grounding, stranding, 
explosion, etc. In aspect of material, during impact with foreign object 
as found in grounding and stranding, proper modelling of material 
properties is an important stage as defining sea bottom contour which 
is modelled by Zilakos et al.40 and assessed by Sormunen et al.41 In 
his recent work, Prabowo et al.42 proposed material model for rock 
to be implemented in hard grounding and stranding. This material is 
assumed as a rock which is dominated by pyroxene mineral which 
Poisson’s ratio and wave velocity characteristic of this material are 
presented by Christensen.43

After physical properties for model is defined, important matters 
that need to be assured are setting and configuration of numerical 
model. The basic concept of finite element is defining real-life 
phenomenon into virtual arrangement which will be divided by 
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according to determined meshing size. Therefore it is necessary to 
consider virtual element and related parameters. Firstly, element 
formulation is presented in this scope of discussion. As wide 
application of numerical codes for simulation, definition of element is 
an absolute stage that should be defined in order to run a simulation. 
In collision and grounding, the ships are generally defined as shell 
element which is stated by ANSYS44 that there are several options 
that can be used to involved models, such as Belytschko-Tsay, 
Belytschko-Wong-Chiang, Hughes-Liu, etc. Other form of element 
is also proposed by Hallquist,45 for instance Belytscho-Lin-Tsay 
and Marchertas-Belytschko. Concern to provide reliable result in 
reasonable time process are found quite significantly affected by this 
parameter. Implementation in ship grounding by Zhang and Suzuki46 

and collision investigation by Bae et al.5 conclude that Belytschko-
Tsay formulation produces similar result with other proposed 
elements with difference in time process more than 50% than the 
element which produces largest time process. Despite its advantage, 
user should remember that in collision and grounding are classified as 
phenomenon that involve high nonlinearity and dynamic throughout 
the process. Hourglassing phenomenon is predicted will occur in these 
calculations which can reduce reliability of results. In order to observe 
behavior of this phenomenon, Prabowo et al.42 implemented different 
element formulation that generally used by researchers in grounding, 
for example.9 By implementing fully integrated Belytschko-Tsay 
element, the hour glassing is found zero during impact between 
double bottom structure and sea bottom. Even though it is good to 
get reliable result, the time process for this element is also observed 
higher than ordinary Belytschko-Tsay element, which should be 
included in consideration.

In calculation result, distribution data of ship structure and size 
into damage extent had been successfully calculated by Pedersen & 
Zhang.47 In other reference, combination calculations are performed 
to observe longitudinal strength of ship after collision. Researchers 
such as Ozguc et al.4 performed this combination on bulk carrier 
tanker. Simonsen48,49 provided detail explanation regarding tearing 
mechanism in hard grounding case which is also defined in Simonsen.50 

In impact study, merchant ship tends to be an observation object as it 
has high probability to experience such load. Demand to expand the 
studies to other marine vessels is fulfilled by Otto et al.51 and Prabowo 
et al.52 as Ro-Ro passenger ship is taken as observation object, where 
Otto directed his study on risk analysis for collision and grounding, 
and Prabowo focused his attention to structural behavior accounting 
for external dynamics of ship collision. Investigation of structural 
performance under impact load, especially in shoal grounding case 
was carried by Yu et al.53 where in ship collision case, concern on 
double hull design against impact load, failure, and oil spill were 
addressed by Hong and Amdahl,35 Pedersen & Li,54 Yip et al.55 and 
Hegazy et al.56 Correlating with structural concern, as opening of 
northern sea route through arctic sea, study of impact is expanded 
into polar and arctic conditions which involve ice as indenter in 
impact process. Formulation for this case was developed by Liu & 
Amdahl57 which was implemented in numerical analysis by Liu et al.58 
Specific scenario in collision of double hull tanker by level ice was 
conducted by Cao et al.59 that concluded in side penetration by level 
ice, inner hull still in safe condition. Indication of improvement in 
material properties under polar condition is widely open as previously 
was initiated by Daley60 for empirical formula in calculating ice 
characteristic, Jones et al.61 and Kim62 in ice modelling, Min et 
al.63 for mechanical properties for steel in extreme condition, and 
structure-ice interaction by Gagnon & Derradji-Aouat64 which was 
later implemented in compressive ice scenario by Bae et al.65 These 

references indicate that proper modelling should be performed not 
only on the ship but also striking object, as ice in collision and sea 
bottom in grounding. Different treatment should be performed, for 
instance referring into solid reference for mechanical properties and 
material characteristic. Concern should also be paid on environmental 
condition which later highly affects material and result.

Conclusion
This paper was described a brief discussion based on review of 

various references in impact engineering of marine structure and 
ocean engineering. The focus had been paid on ships collision and 
grounding which was found in this discussion delivered remarkable 
amount of casualties on various parties. Demand to improve safety 
and develop prediction for these phenomenon made analysis 
and investigation were conducted widely, which needed proper 
consideration in modelling and simulation.

There were indeed numerous parameters that could affect 
calculation result, which were sorted into main parameters as 
described in this work. As its nature, finite element method was used 
for obtaining fast estimation for various science and engineering 
phenomenon. Therefore, definition of real-life condition should be 
carefully performed, especially for meshing size. References indicated 
that meshing characteristic hold important effect to simulation results, 
including stress contour and deformation pattern. Next consideration 
was directed to material characteristic for both of physical and virtual 
conditions. Firstly. In physical part, modelling of rupture and failure 
was recommended to be determined in order to obtain meshing size 
for involved objects. Secondly, element formulation was observed 
essential in collision and grounding simulations as it was main 
part of numerical model, which was included in virtual part. These 
consideration were presented to achieve goal setting of finite element 
method (FEM) itself which the calculation results should be obtained 
in highest possible reliability level and reasonable time process, since 
it was impossible to get exact result as real-life phenomenon by FEM 
even in most refined mathematical model.

Results of researches for collision and grounding mainly using 
merchant ships as observation objects since they were frequently 
sailing to meet its objective function and designated target, made 
chance to experience impact load, and also as demand rising to ensure 
safety for cargo, crew, passenger, and ship itself, this kind of ship 
was generally used in calculation. Structural conditions prior and after 
rupture were main interest as mechanism of failure and structural 
performance dominated calculation results. Probabilistic and statistic 
were used to present finding and tendency for these simulations. 
Expanded study in grounding with sea bottom and collision with 
ice proposed that sufficient amount of attention should be addressed 
in material modelling for indenter. This was considered vital since 
contribution of foreign object in impact was highly influencing 
observed structural behaviors. Chance is widely distributed for 
concern in modelling of sea bottom and ice form, which furthermore, 
collision with part of other marine facilities, such as container, rigid 
wall (jetty), solid rod, and log are seriously encouraged by present 
authors to be conducted. Concern of casualties should be directed not 
only on ship structure, but also on indenter, such in case of collision 
with container that carries dangerous items (e.g. nuclear waste), and 
oil/fluid which has potential to inflict any environmental damage, 
since this kind of commodities can be transported using flexi-tank, 
which provides new research potential in impact load problem for 
marine structures and ocean engineering fields.
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